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RELEASE DATE: January 15th 2009 at CDBABY Dariush2000.com 10 MP3 Songs in this album (47:43) !

Related styles: POP: Pop, WORLD: Persian contemporary Details: Once again, The Legend delivers a

masterpiece, an evolution in Dariushs style and legacy than spans over 3 decades, echoing the deepest

and the strongest yearnings of all generations. The much anticipated album Mojezeyeh Khamoosh or

"The silent Miracle", is a musical journey with Dariush, where the destination is our inner soul. Each track

delivers the most powerful insight into the mere fact that sometimes we all need to be reminded of the

obvious, that thrilling realization that the miracle is within us. The album comes to life with a powerful epic,

and at the end, leaves you looking ahead into a journey of a lifetime, pondering on the symbolism of each

song: Chess: "Isn't ironic how history repeats itself? Aren't we the ones with a choice? The choice to

either play or be played?" Calendar: "From growth and prosperity, to decay and death, how do we take

the reigns of our fate, our destiny? De we ever learn from history?" Hour of Doom: "The forces of chaos

are the most ruinous of all powers, but determination and shutting out the shadows of doubt and fear will

always be a reminder that the light is within us, shouldn't we look for the strength within us?" Nightglow:

"The glimmer of hope is flickering in the distance, and hesitant breath of our own motivation is the only

thing that keeps it alive, forever shining in the darkness of our chaotic universe." Homesick: "How do we

come to terms with our inner most painful feelings? If we only knew that the way out, lies within us,

waiting for a flicker, for an explosion, for a revelation..." Silent Miracle: "Where is the key to the inner self?

A perpetual quest, when you are lost in the alleys of your soul. Are we prompted by our ego to look the

other way? Where is my compass?" Soulmate: "Someone who completes you, feels you and empowers

you, the one who silently embraces all of you, in every way... Isn't this the search of a lifetime?" Image of

a Dream: "What a grand feeling to have love surround your universe. The unbelievable moment when you

reach out and touch a dream, isn't it true that love gives you wings?" Song of Angels: "What is that spark

that lights up our life? Can you love someone more than love itself? Is that what we all are looking for? Is

that what makes life worth living?" On a Journey: "If all else is lost, the legacy of our life cannot be taken

away as long as it supersedes all things material. Isn't that how you live eternally?" Tags: pop
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